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INSTRUCTIONS FOR 
OPERATION

Automatic Source Transfer 
With SEL-451 Relay

For Operation Between Two 
Sources With Common Bus

(Two Source Main-Main)

Figure 1. The SEL-451 and uninterruptible power supply are 
mounted on a hinged, bolted plate inside the low-voltage control 
compartment. The older SEL UPS is shown in this figure. Newer units 
will have an SEI UPS.

© 2021-2022 Electro-Mechanical, LLC

Qualified Persons

The equipment covered by this publication must be selected for 
a specific application and it must be operated and maintained by 
Qualified Persons who are thoroughly trained  and knowledgeable 
in the installation, operation, and maintenance of underground power 
distribution equipment along with the associated hazards that may be 
involved. This publication is written only for such qualified persons and 
is not intended to be a substitute for adequate training and experience 
in safety procedures for this type of equipment. Proper installation 
is the responsibility of the operating and construction personnel 
and the utility performing and authorizing the work. Completion of 
these instructions implies no further warranty by the manufacturer.
A Qualified Persons is defined in the National Electrical Code (NEC/
NFPA-70) as:
One who has skills and knowledge related to the construction and 
operation of the electrical equipment and installations and has re-
ceived safety training to recognize and avoid the hazards involved.
The specific electrical safety training requirements to be considered a 
qualified person are detailed in NFPA-70E, Article 110.1(D), Employee 
Training.  Some of the requirements from the 2012 edition are shown 
in the next column.  For the specific detailed training requirements 
for a Qualified Person make certain to refer to the most recent ap-
plicable edition.

These training requirements would include, but are not limited, to 
the following key points:
• The skills and techniques necessary to distinguish exposed energized 
parts from other parts of electrical equipment.
• The skills and techniques necessary to determine the proper ap-
proach distances corresponding to the voltages to which the qualified 
person will be exposed.
• The proper use of the special precautionary techniques, personal 
protective equipment, insulating and shielding materials, and in-
sulated tools for working on or near exposed energized parts of 
electrical equipment.
• Tasks performed less often than once per year have additional 
training requirements.
These instructions are intended only for such qualified persons. They 
are not intended to be a substitute for adequate training and experi-
ence in safety procedures for this type of equipment. Additionally, 
the recommendations in this instruction bulletin are not intended to 
supersede or to take the place of established utility safety guidelines 
and established practices. If there is any question, consult with your 
foreman or supervisor, as appropriate.

Please refer to OSHA 29 CFR 1910.399 and NFPA 70E Articles 100 
and 110.

WARNING
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Safey Information
Understanding Safety-Alert Messages
There are several types of safety-alert messages which may appear 
throughout this instruction bulletin as well as on labels attached to 
the pad-mounted switchgear. Familiarize yourself with these types 
of messages and the importance of the various signal words, as ex-
plained below.

If you do not understand any portion of this instruction bulletin and 
need assistance, contact Federal Pacific at 276-669-4084.

Replacement Instructions & Labels
If you need additional copies of this instruction bulletin, contact Federal 
Pacific at 276-669-4084. 

It is important that any missing, damaged, or faded labels on the 
equipment be replaced immediately. Replacement labels are available 
by contacting Federal Pacific.

Safety Precaution

Following Safety Instructions
NOTICE

Thoroughly and carefully read this instruction bulletin before 
installation of the pad-mounted switchgear, before switching or 
operating the switches or fuse mountings in this equipment, and 
before performing any maintenance on the equipment.

DANGER
Federal Pacific Vacuum Interrupters or Fuse Mountings in conjunction 
with appropriate fuses are designed to protect equipment and to 
disconnect faulted equipment from the system. The vacuum inter-
rupters or fuses cannot protect personnel from injury or electrocution 
if contact is made with energized circuits or hardware.

NOTICE
NOTICE is used to address practices not related to physical injury.

SAFETY 
INSTRUCTIONS
Safety Instructions (or equivalent) signs indicate specific safety-related 
instructions or procedures.

DANGER indicates a hazardous situation which, if not avoided, will 
result in death or serious injury.

DANGER

WARNING
WARNING indicates a hazardous situation which, if not avoided, 
could result in death or serious injury.

CAUTION
CAUTION indicates a hazardous situation which, if not avoided, could 
result in minor or moderate injury.
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1.0 USING AcSELerator QUICKSET®

In order to view, download, install, and edit settings on the SEL-451 
relay, AcSELerator Quickset® software is needed*. The software and 
program are provided on a USB jump-drive with each shipped unit 
of pad-mounted switchgear and it is located inside the low-voltage 
relay compartment mounted on the side of the unit adjacent to one 
of the motor operators. The software is available for download (with 
the computer on and the web browser open and connected) at the 
following website:

http://www.selinc.com/SEL-5030/

The user must register online before downloading can begin.  Once 
the Quickset software is downloaded and installed, start the software.  

When the software has finished loading, which takes approximately 45 
minutes, select “Active Database” from the “File” drop-down menu. 
Once this screen is open, browse to the folder containing the settings 
database for the SEL-451 and select “Open”.  

Next, select “File” then “Open”, in the new window “Select Settings to 
Open” highlight the desired settings file and select “OK”.  The settings 
template will open and allow the settings to be entered.

1.1 Entering Settings
Upon opening the settings template there will be two tabs.  One tab 
is labeled MM Transfer Settings and the second tab is for Generator 
Testing. The second tab applies only in Utility-Generator applications 
when Source 2 is the backup generator. Note that in Utility-Generator 
applications the generator must be connected to Source 2.

Figure 2.  Select “Active Database” 
from the “File” drop-down menu.

Figure 3.  Select (highlight) the desired settings to open and click “OK”.

Figure 4.  Select the “MM Transfer Settings”  the “Generator Testing” 
tab only applies if one source is a utility source and the other is a 
standby generator.

*NOTE: AcCELerator Quickset® is a registered trademark of SEL (Schweitzer Engineering Laboratories).
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SETTING DESCRIPTION

CTR SOURCE 1 CT ratio for Source 1
CTR SOURCE 2 CT ratio for Source 2
PTR SOURCE 1 PT ratio for Source 1
PTR SOURCE 2 PT ratio for Source 2
OVERCURRENT ENABLED Enable overcurrent detection for 

Suspend and Lockout modes
SOURCE 1 OVERCURRENT Pickup value for overcurrent 

detection on Source 1
SOURCE 2 OVERCURRENT Pickup value for overcurrent 

detection on Source 2
OVERCURRENT LOCKOUT 
TIMER

Time after overcurrent with source 
loss detected till lockout (both 
switches open)

SOURCE 1 INITIAL 
TRANSFER DELAY

Time after Source 1 is lost before a 
transfer to Source 2

SOURCE 1 RETURN 
TRANSFER DELAY

Time after Source 1 becomes 
healthy before retransfer to Source 1 
when “Auto Retransfer” is set to “Y” 
and Source 1 is preferred.

SOURCE 2 INITIAL 
TRANSFER DELAY

Time after Source 2 is lost before a 
transfer to Source 1

SOURCE 2 RETURN 
TRANSFER DELAY

Time after Source 2 becomes 
healthy before retransfer to Source 
2 when “Auto Retransfer” is set to 
“Y” and Source 2 is preferred.

GENERATOR AS
ALTERNATE

Generator is used for Source 2 
instead of utility - generator can 
only be connected at Source 2.

SOURCE PARALLELING Allow paralleling of both sources - 
enabled when set to “Y”; disabled 
when set to “N”.

RETURN TRANSFER 
SEQUENCE

Open or Closed 
Return-Transfer sequence

CDT Generator Cool Down Timer - Time 
after return to preferred source 
before closing the Generator Stop 
Contact.

GENERATOR STOP PULSE 
DURATION

Time that the Generator Stop 
Contact will remain closed.

AUTO RETRANSFER Y - Enable Auto Retransfer,
N - Hold for Retransfer

DEAD SOURCE VOLTAGE Voltage level required to declare a 
dead source.

LIVE SOURCE VOLTAGE Voltage level required to declare a 
live source.

VOLTAGE UNBALANCE Zero sequence voltage required to 
declare a voltage unbalance a bad 
source (3V0).

Table I. User Selectable Settings

1.1.1 MM Transfer Settings
On the MM Transfer Settings tab (“MM” refers to the common-bus 
configuration “Main-Main” arrangement), the user selectable settings 
are shown in Table 1 below and are fully described in Appendix A. 
Make desired settings in the appropriate column.

1.1.2 Generator Testing Settings
If Source 2 is a backup generator, the SEL-451 has the capability of 
automatically starting and running the generator at user specified 
intervals without actually transferring (switching) to the generator. In 
order to set these intervals, select the Generator Testing tab on the 
settings template (see Figure 5).

The generator can be automatically started Daily, Weekly, Monthly, or 
Yearly and the choice is made on one screen. Select “OFF” if no testing is 
to be performed. The various testing intervals are described below and 
the actual screen is illustrated in Appendix B.

Daily Testing:
For daily starting of the generator, select the “GENERATOR TEST RATE” 
to be “DAY”. For daily testing the “HOUR OF DAY” and “MINUTE OF DAY”  
must be set for testing.

Weekly Testing:
For weekly starting of the generator, select the “GENERATOR TEST RATE”  
to be “WEEK”.  For weekly testing the “DAY OF WEEK”, “HOUR OF DAY”, 
and “MINUTE OF DAY” must be set for testing.

Monthly Testing:
For monthly starting of the generator, select the “GENERATOR  TEST RATE” 
to be “MONTH”. For monthly testing the “DAY OF MONTH”, “HOUR OF 
DAY”, and “MINUTE OF DAY” must be set for testing.

Yearly Testing:
For yearly starting of the generator, select the “GENERATOR  TEST RATE”  
to be “YEAR”. For yearly testing the “MONTH OF YEAR “ must be selected 
in which testing will occur as well as the “DAY OF MONTH”,  “HOUR OF 
DAY”  and “MINUTE OF DAY” must also be set for testing.

Test Duration:
The “TEST DURATION”  setting allows the user to select the length of 
time (minutes) to run the generator during testing. This will be used for 
all testing rates.

If the user chooses not to automatically start and run the generator at user 
specified intervals then the “GENERATOR TEST RATE” can be set to “OFF”.

Figure 5.  Select “Generator Testing” tab on the “MM Transfer 
Settings” template.
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1.2 Install Settings
To load the settings into the SEL-451, the laptop computer must be con-
nected to the front serial port through an approved null modem cable. 
(A cable and the driver CD is shipped with each order.) First, install the 
driver CD for the null modem cable into the computer. Then connect the 
laptop computer to the front serial port (see Figure 9 and Figure 13). Next, 
adjust the communication parameters via the  “Parameters” option in 
the “Communications” drop-down menu. See Figure 6.

Select “Serial” for the “Active Connection Type” and navigate to the 
Serial tab. Select the COM port that the serial cable is attached to. The 
correct COM port to select will be of the form “COM16:SEC CP210x 
USB to UART Bridge”. But, the COM port number will be different. The 
following Communication Parameters must be verified and selected 
on the screen.

Data Speed    9600
Data Bits 8
Stop Bits 1
Parity None
RTS/CTS Off
DTR  On  
RTS  On

Figure 6.  Select the “Parameters” option in the “Communications” 
drop-down menu to adjust the communication parameters.

Figure 7.  Select “Serial” tab for the “Active Connection Type” 
and the applicable “COM” port and verify the parameters
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Figure 8.  After verifying the parameters, select “OK” and the 
computer should connect to the SEL-451.

Figure 9.  To send the settings select “OK” when the appropriate 
message appears.

After these parameters have been verified, select “OK” and the computer 
will connect to the SEL-451. The saved settings can now be loaded into 
the relay by selecting “File” then “Send” from the drop down menu. 
Once “Send”  is selected the following message will appear:

Select “OK” and the following message will appear:

Select “OK” and the settings will begin to send. Once the settings 
have finished sending disconnect the null-modem cable from the relay 
and verify that the “Enabled” LED (at the top center of the SEL-451 
faceplate - see callout number “7” on Figures 11 and 15) is illuminated. 
Sending settings will take approximately 10 minutes.

If the settings do not send, review the error message and take actions 
accordingly. Verify that the COM Parameters are correct. If there 
remains a problem, contact the factory.

2.0 MOTOR AND SWITCH OPERATION

2.1 Power-On the SEI-UPS (Refer to Appendix F.)
Start Up

1) Locate the 15A Front Panel Battery Fuse, located in a plastic bag 
with the Instruction Manual(s). Refer to Appendix F.

2) Install the Battery Fuse – Install the ATO Battery fuse on the front 
panel of the unit.

3) Turn on the AC power feed to the unit.
4) When power is first applied, the front panel LEDs will go through 

a three second start-up sequence of red, green and flashing.
5) After the start-up sequence, the DC power output will turn on. 

Verify that the relay, and/or other connected equipment, is (are) 
receiving power.

6) The Battery Charge Status LED will flash green. This indicates 
that the Battery Pack is charging.

Checkout (optional )

7) Disconnect the AC feed. Verify that the Battery Charge Status 
LED is red. If there is no load on the DC-UPS this may take several 
seconds. Verify that the connected equipment is still receiving 
power.

8) Reconnect the AC power feed. The Battery Charge Status LED 
will flash green. This indicates that the batteries are charging.

Additional Information 

9) Refer to the SEI-UPS instruction manual for additional informa-
tion, if needed.

SEI 150/48-SEL-XXX DC-UPS SEI Installation and Operations 
Manual

https://www.seipower.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/
SEI15048SELmanual.pdf

10) If you have a specific question concerning the SEI UPS not 
addressed in this instruction bulletin or in the SEI instruction 
manual, please call 301-694-9601, for technical support. 

Note: For information on powering up the older SEL-UPS systems, 
please refer to Appendix E.

NOTICE
If equipped with a UPS (Uninterruptible Power Supply), it must be 
powered on before any control operations can occur.

https://www.seipower.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/SEI15048SELmanual.pdf
https://www.seipower.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/SEI15048SELmanual.pdf
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2.2 Motor Operator
Each motor operator is furnished with a Local/Remote switch. 
Each motor operator must be placed in the Remote mode for the 
automatic-transfer controls to work properly. However, to avoid 
potential confusion, ALL  electrical operation, such as opening and 
closing switches, is to be performed through the SEL-451 Relay. See 
“System Operation Description” at Section 3.0.

Figure 10. Federal Pacific motor operator and key features are shown 
and described above.

The motor used to operate each load-break switch is capable of being 
decoupled in order to test the system without creating an outage. 
Decoupling the motor allows opening/closing the motor operator 
without opening/closing the load-break switch. It is very important to 
return the motor to the same position (open or closed) as the switch 
in order to recouple properly.

2.3 Switch Operation

If no power is available to the automatic-transfer controls and the 
motor operator batteries are discharged, the switch can be operated 
with the manual-operating handle provided on the inside of the door 
for the Motor Operator.

3.0 SYSTEM OPERATION DESCRIPTION
NOTE: All examples in 'System Operation Description' assume Source 1 
is the preferred operating source and Source 2 is the alternate source.

3.1 Normal Operation
In a two-source utility automatic-transfer system both utility sources 
are available, the microprocessor control is in the automatic mode, the 
preferred-source switch is closed and the alternate-source switch is 
open. In the following examples, Source 1 will be the preferred source 
and Source 2 will be on stand-by as the alternate source.

3.2 Loss of Preferred Source
Loss of the preferred source will cause the “Source 1 Initial Transfer Delay” 
timer (see 1.1.1 MM Transfer Settings on page 5) to begin timing. If the 
preferred source returns before the timer finishes, the system returns to 
normal. If the timer finishes and the preferred source is not available, the 
unit will transfer to Source 2 (Alternate Source).

3.3 Return of Preferred Source
The system is now operating on Source 2 (Alternate Source). Once the 
preferred source is re-established, the “Source/Return Transfer Delay” 
timer begins. (See “MMTransfer Settings” on page 5.) Once the source 
return timer is finished and the SEL-451 relay determines that Source 1 is 
still available, the unit will transfer back to the preferred source and will 
return to normal operation.

The transfer back to the preferred source can be an open-transition return 
(nonparalleling) or closed-transition return (paralleling) as determined by 
the user. See “Return of Preferred Source” on page 6. Furthermore, the 
transfer back to the preferred source can be selected as an “Automatic 
Return” or positioned in a “Hold Return” mode as selected by the user. 
See “Return of Preferred Source” on page 9.

1. Switch operator crank handle
2. Aluminum enclosure
3. Switch output shaft
4. Switch position indicator
5. Padlockable stainless-steel handle (not visible)
6. 24V DC battery
7. Battery charger control circuit
8. Removable plate for conduit entry of low-voltage wiring at 

bottom of enclosure
9. Open/close indicating lamps
10. Operation counter (optional - not shown)
11. Open/close toggle switch
12. Local/remote selector switch
13. Control-source fuses
14. Continuous stainless-steel hinges
15. Gasketed door opening
16 Door holder

It is important to have the unit in the Manual Mode when coupling/
decoupling the motor in order to prevent injury to yourself or dam-
age to the equipment.

NOTICE

NOTICE
Be sure to return each switch and the associated motor operator to 
the original matching states before coupling and returning the unit 
to the Automatic Mode.

1

2
13 14 7

10 12 11 9

5

6

8153416
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3.4 Transfer on Unbalanced Voltage Condition
If any source-side fuses (energized at the same voltage as the pad-mounted 
switchgear) blow on Source 1 creating a "single-phase" or "open-phase" 
condition to the load, the SEL-451 determines that  Source 1 is unavail-
able and transfers to Source 2. Once Source 1 returns and the SEL-451 
determines it is good, the unit will transfer back to the preferred source 
or remain in a “Hold Return” mode depending on the parameter selected 
by the user.

3.5 Over-Current Conditions
Within the automatic-transfer system there are two internal response 
modes that the SEL-451 generates when an over-current condition is 
detected as follows:

1.  Suspend Mode (Suspends Manual/Automatic Mode Operation)
2.  Lockout Mode (Locks out any operation until reset)

3.5.1 Suspend Mode (OC Detected)
A passing transient over-current condition such as a motor starting or 
a load side protective device clearing initiates a “Suspend Mode”. Once 
an over-current is detected, OC Lockout Timer begins and the system 
goes into the suspend mode. Once the OC Lockout Timer times out, 
the system checks to see if voltage is present. If voltage is present and 
the over-current condition is gone, the system returns to normal. If the 
over-current condition is still present, the system stays in suspend mode 
and repeats the timing cycle.

3.5.2 Lockout Mode (OC Lockout)
A fault on the load side of the sensing CTs, which are positioned on the 
incoming cables, that has been cleared by a source-side protective device 
will place the unit in the Lockout Mode. Once an over-current is detected 
by the sensing CTs, the system goes into the Suspend Mode (see previ-
ous paragraph). Once the OC Lockout Timer (see “MM Transfer Setting” 
on page 4) times out, the system checks to see if voltage is present. If 
voltage is not present, meaning the fault has been cleared, then both 
switches will be opened and locked out.

3.5.3 To reset the over-current lockout:
1.  Clear the fault that caused the over-current.
2.  Press RESET OC LOCKOUT key. In the “Active Soft Key” section 

on the faceplate of the SEL-451 relay (see page 9).
3. Manually close the preferred source switch using the “Source 1 

Close” soft key or manual crank.
4.  Place the unit in the automatic mode.

4.0 OPERATION DESCRIPTION

4.1 Utility – Utility Operation (Common-Bus Primary-
Selective Scheme)

4.1.1 Normal Operation
In a two-utility source common-bus  automatic-transfer system with 
both utility sources available, the normal condition has the SEL-451 
relay in the automatic mode, the preferred-source switch closed and 
the alternate-source switch open. 

4.1.2 Loss of Preferred Source
Loss of the preferred source will cause the user defined “SOURCE 1 
(OR 2) INITIAL TRANSFER DELAY” timer to begin timing. If the pre-
ferred source returns before the timer finishes, the system returns to 
normal. If the timer finishes (i.e. times out) and the preferred source 
is not available (i.e. has been lost), the unit will transfer to the alter-
nate source. The preferred-source switch will open followed by the 
alternate-source switch closing.

4.1.3 Return of Preferred Source
If the system is operating on the alternate source and the preferred 
source becomes healthy (i.e. reaches a voltage level considered accept-
able; refer to page 5), the “SOURCE 1 (OR 2) RETURN-TRANSFER DELAY” 
timer begins. Once the source-return timer is finished (i.e. times out) and 
the SEL-451 determines that the preferred source remains available, the 
user has two options depending on the “AUTO RETRANSFER”  setting.

  Figure 11. Illustration of the faceplate of the SEL-451. See Section 6.0 for feature description.

1 2

3

7 86

4

10 11 12 1395
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4.1.5.b Lockout Mode (OC Lockout) — Locks out all operations until 
the relay is reset

 A fault that has been cleared by a source-side protective 
device (i.e. an overcurrent followed by a loss-of-source 
voltage) will place the unit in the “Lockout Mode”. Once an 
over current is detected, the system goes into the “Suspend 
Mode” as above. If the system is in the “Suspend Mode” and 
the source voltage is not present, then the relay control goes 
into the “Lockout Mode” and both switches will be opened 
and locked out once the OC lockout timer has finished. If 
voltage returns before the timer has finished (reclose opera-
tion ahead of switchgear) the control goes into the “Lockout 
Mode”. In the “Lockout Mode”,  the closed switch will open 
and the open switch remains open. Thus, the OC condition 
is cleared and the system will return to normal. 

4.1.5.c Reset Over-Current Lockout

 To reset the SEL-451 relay from an Over-Current Lockout 
condition, proceed as described below.

 (1) Clear the fault that caused the over current and verify 
that the condition causing the fault is no longer present.

 (2) Press the “RESET OC LOCKOUT” soft-key push button 
on the faceplate of the micro-processor control relay, 
removing the amber illumination.

 (3) Place the control in Manual mode by pressing the soft-
key labeled “MANUAL” on the faceplate. The “MANUAL” 
mode is denoted when the “LED” adjacent to the “MAN-
UAL” soft key is illuminated amber.

 (4) Manually close the preferred source switch using the 
“SOURCE 1 CLOSE” soft key on the faceplate of the relay.  
The closed condition is denoted when the LED adjacent 
to the “SOURCE 1 CLOSE” soft key is illuminated amber.

 (5) Place the unit in the automatic mode using the soft 
key labeled “AUTO” on the faceplate of the relay.  The 
automatic mode is denoted when the “LED” adjacent 
to “AUTO” soft key is illuminated amber.

4.2 Utility – Generator Operation
In placing and setting up units configured for utility/generator applica-
tions, the generator MUST be connected on Source 2 only.

4.2.1 Normal Operation
When the switchgear is energized by one utility source (preferred 
source) and the backup power supply (alternate source) is a genera-
tor, the normal condition for the automatic-transfer scheme is for the 
utility (preferred) source to be serving the load with the associated 
load-interrupter switch closed and the generator is stopped, with 
the associated load-interrupter switch open and with the SEL-451 in 
the automatic mode. 

(a) If “AUTO RETRANSFER”  is set to “Y” (Yes), the control relay will 
initiate a transfer back to the preferred source and will return to 
normal operation. The return to the preferred source will be either 
closed or open transition based on the user defined “RETURN-
TRANSFER SEQUENCE” setting that has been programmed into 
the control relay.

(b) If “AUTO RETRANSFER” is set to “N” (NO), the control relay will 
wait until the HOLD RETURN soft-key button is pressed and 
held for three (3) seconds before the control relay will initiate a 
transfer back to the preferred source and will return to the normal 
operation condition. The return to the preferred source will be 
immediately after the (3) seconds has elapsed without any fur-
ther time delay and will be either closed or open transition based 
on the user defined “RETURN TRANSFER SEQUENCE” setting 
programmed into the control relay. If the “AUTO RETRANSFER” 
is set to the “N” and the Alternate Source is lost while serving the 
load and the Preferred-Source Voltage is verified as healthy, the 
microprocessor control will override the “AUTO RETRANSFER N” 
selection and initiate an open-transition “RETRANSFER” to the 
Preferred Source.

4.1.4 Transfer on Unbalanced Voltage Condition
If a single-phase or open-phase condition, such as due to the opera-
tion of a source-side fuse or downed single-phase conductor) and 
occurring at the same voltage level as the pad-mounted switchgear,  
the SEL-451 determines that the preferred source is unavailable using 
3V0 (zero-sequence voltage), and transfers to the alternate source. 
If the 3V0 voltage exceeds the user defined “VOLTAGE UNBALANCE” 
setting the SEL-451 determines that the preferred source is unavail-
able, and transfers to the alternate source. Once the preferred source 
returns to the “LIVE SOURCE VOLTAGE” setting the unit will transfer 
back to the preferred source.

4.1.5 Overcurrent Conditions
Within the automatic-transfer scheme there are two internal modes 
associated with overcurrent conditions, namely, the “Suspend Mode” 
and the “Lockout Mode”. And, after a “Lockout Mode” has occurred, the 
SEL-451 relay must be reset. The two modes and the reset procedure 
are described in the paragraphs below. 

4.1.5.a Suspend Mode (OC Detected) — Suspends all Manual/Au-
tomatic Mode Operations

 A passing transient such as a motor starting or a load-side 
protective device operating could initiate an over-current 
condition. Once an over-current is detected, a lockout timer 
begins and the system goes into the suspend mode and 
waits for an upstream protective device to clear the fault. If 
the over-current condition ceases and voltage has not been 
lost, the Suspend Mode will be automatically reset (turned 
off).

NOTICE
If the generator is connected to Source 1, a generator start signal 
will not occur. The SEL-451 relay will view the connection as if the 
generator is running continuously (because the relay will see voltage 
from the utility source that is on Source 2) and consequently a start 
signal will not appear necessary and will not be initiated.
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4.2.2 Loss of Preferred Source
Loss of the preferred source will cause the user defined “SOURCE 1 INI-
TIAL TRANSFER DELAY” timer to begin timing. If the preferred source 
returns before the timer finishes (times out), the system returns to 
normal. If the timer finishes (times out) and the preferred source is 
not available (i.e. has been lost), the microprocessor control relay will 
start the generator and will transfer to the alternate source once 
the generator voltage becomes healthy (as defined). The preferred-
source switch will open and the alternate-source switch will close in 
the sequence described.

4.2.3 Return of Preferred Source
If the system is operating on the alternate source generator and 
the preferred source becomes healthy (reaches the voltage level 
designated as that voltage where a return transfer can be initiated), 
the “SOURCE 1 RETURN TRANSFER DELAY” timer begins. Once the 
source-return timer is finished (times out) and the SEL-451 determines 
that the preferred source remains available, the user has two options 
depending on the “AUTO RETRANSFER” setting that has been pro-
grammed into the control relay.  

 (a) If “AUTO RETRANSFER” is set to “Y (YES)”, the control relay  
will initiate a transfer back to the preferred source and will 
return to normal operation.  The return to the preferred 
source in a utility/generator application will always be open 
transition for utility-generator systems unless the user has 
incorporated the necessary synchronization controls on the 
generator set. The generator will continue to run for a user 
defined cool down timer (CDT) setting if that value has been 
appropriately programmed into the relay.

 (b) If “AUTO RETRANSFER” is set to “N (NO)”, the unit will wait 
on a “HOLD RETURN” button to be pressed and held for 
three (3) seconds before transferring back to the preferred 
source and will then return to normal operation. The return 
to the preferred source will be immediately after the three (3) 
seconds has elapsed without any further time delay. The return 
to the preferred source in a utility/generator application will 
always be open transition for utility-generator systems unless 
the user has incorporated the necessary synchronization con-
trols on the generator set. The generator will continue to run 
for a user defined cool down timer (CDT) setting if that value 
has been appropriately programmed into the relay.

4.2.4 Transfer on Unbalanced Voltage Condition
If a single-phase or open-phase condition, such as due to the operation 
of a source-side fuse (or downed single-phase conductor) and occurring 
at the same voltage level as the pad-mounted switchgear, the SEL-451 
determines that the preferred source is unavailable using 3V0, and 
transfers to the alternate source. If the 3V0 (negative-sequence) voltage 
exceeds the user defined “VOLTAGE UNBALANCE” setting the SEL-451 
determines that the preferred source is unavailable, and transfers to the 
alternate source. Once the preferred source returns to the “LIVE SOURCE 
VOLTAGE” setting the unit will transfer back to the preferred source based 
on the settings selected by the user.

4.2.5 Overcurrent Conditions
Within the automatic-transfer scheme there are two internal modes 
associated with overcurrent conditions, namely, the Suspend Mode and 
the Lockout Mode.  And, after a Lockout Mode has occurred, the SEL-451 
relay must be reset. The two modes and the reset procedure are described 
in the paragraphs below. 

4.2.5.a Suspend Mode (OC Detected) — Suspends all Manual/Auto-
matic Mode Operations

 A passing transient such as a motor starting or a load-side 
protective device operating could initiate an over-current 
condition. Once an over-current is detected, a lockout timer 
begins and the system goes into the suspend mode and 
waits for an upstream protective device to clear the fault.  If 
the over-current condition ceases, the Suspend Mode will be 
automatically reset (turned off).

4.2.5.b   Lockout Mode (OC Lockout) — Locks out all operations until 
the relay is reset

 A fault on the load side of the sensing CTs, which are positioned 
on the incoming cables, that has been cleared by a source-side 
protective device (i.e. an overcurrent followed by a loss-of-
source voltage) will place the unit in the “Lockout Mode”. Once 
an over current is detected, the system goes into the “Suspend 
Mode” as above. If the system is in the “Suspend Mode” and 
the source voltage is not present, then the relay control goes 
into the “Lockout Mode” and both switches will be opened and 
locked out once the OC lockout timer has finished. If voltage 
returns before the timer has finished (reclose operation ahead 
of switchgear) the control goes into the “Lockout Mode”. In 
the “Lockout Mode”, the closed switch will open and the open 
switch remains open.  Thus, the OC condition is cleared and 
the system will return to normal. 

4.2.5.c Reset Over-Current Lockout
 To reset the SEL-451 relay from an Over-Current Lockout  

condition, proceed as described below.
(1) Clear the fault that caused the over current and verify 

that the condition causing the fault is no longer present.
(2) Press the “RESET OC LOCKOUT” soft-key push button 

on the faceplate of the micro-processor  control relay, 
removing the amber illumination.

(3) Place the control in Manual mode by pressing the soft-
key labeled “MANUAL” on the faceplate. The “MANUAL” 
mode is denoted when the LED adjacent to the “MAN-
UAL” soft key is illuminated amber.

(4) Manually close the preferred source switch using the 
“SOURCE 1 CLOSE” soft key on the faceplate of the relay.  
The closed condition is denoted when the LED adjacent 
to the “SOURCE 1 CLOSE” soft key is illuminated amber.

(5) Place the unit in the automatic mode using the soft 
key labeled “AUTO” on the faceplate of the relay.  The 
automatic mode is denoted when the LED adjacent to 
“AUTO” soft key is illuminated amber.

NOTICE
For utility/generator applications requiring closed transition on the 
return to the preferred source, consult the factory.
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4.2.6 Generator Manual Test process (Generator must be on Source 2)
(1) Place the SEL-451 relay into Manual Mode.

(2) Confirm that the Utility (Preferred Source) Switch (must be 
Source 1) is closed and preferred.

(3) Confirm that the Generator (Alternate Source) Switch (must be 
Source 2) is open. 

(4) Verify that the Generator Permissive switch is ON and no 
alarms are displayed on the LCD screen. 

(5) Start the Generator manually via the “Generator Start” button 
(PB12).

(6) Verify that the generator starting contacts close and the 
generator is running. The customer can allow the generator to 
run as long as desired.

(7) Stop the Generator by pressing the “Generator Start” button 
(PB12) again. 

(8) Verify that the Generator Cool Down LED is flashing on PB12. 

(9) The Generator will turn off at the end of the CDT (cooldown 
timer). The default timer setting is 10 seconds, however, this is 
a user-defined parameter and can be changed. 

(10) Return the SEL-451 relay to Automatic Mode.

4.3 Local Operation
For local operations to be initiated, first the SEL-451 must be placed in 
“MANUAL” mode by pressing the “MANUAL” push button of the faceplate 
of the control relay. When this is done the “MANUAL” push button LED 
will illuminate. To operate the relay from the front panel, it must be in 
MANUAL mode and the “REMOTE-ENABLED” LED lamp must be off, 
indicating that the control is in the local mode and all remote operations 
are blocked.  If the “REMOTE-ENABLED” LED is illuminated, press the 
“REMOTE-ENABLED” push button to place the SEL-451 in local mode and 
the “REMOTE-ENABLED” LED will go off. Once the control is in “MANUAL” 
mode and “REMOTE” is disabled (REMOTE-ENABLED LED is off) the 
source switches can be operated from the front panel.

4.3.1 Open/Close Source Switches
The “SOURCE 1 PREF” and “SOURCE 2 PREF” push buttons can be used 
to select which source is preferred for normal operation conditions. The 
illuminated LED for these push buttons indicates which source has been 
selected as preferred. Likewise, the illuminated LED for the associated 
“SOURCE 1 OPEN”, “SOURCE 1 CLOSE”, “SOURCE 2 OPEN”, and “SOURCE 2 
CLOSE” pushbuttons indicates the open or closed status of the applicable 
switch. Control of the opening and closing of each switch is performed by 
pressing the respective Source 1 or Source 2 open or close pushbutton.  
The relay must be placed in “MANUAL” mode for the open/close push 
buttons to be functional.

Figure 12.  Illustration of the active soft-key pushbuttons and the 
associated LED with the label text that is applicable. See Section 
6.0 for feature description.

Soft 
Key

LabelLED
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4.3.2 Hold Return
If the “AUTOMATIC RETRANSFER” setting is set equal to “N (NO)”, i.e. hold 
return,  the SEL-451 will not retransfer back to the preferred source until 
the “HOLD RETURN” push button is held down for 3 seconds.  If the SEL-
451 is waiting in the hold return state, the “HOLD RETURN”  LED will be 
flashing red. If the “AUTO RETRANSFER” is set to the “N” and the Alternate 
Source is lost while serving the load and the Preferred-Source Voltage is 
verified as healthy, the microprocessor control will override the “AUTO 
RETRANSFER N” selection and initiate an open-transition RETRANSFER 
to the Preferred Source. If the alternate source is a generator retransfer 
will only occur provided that the appropriate synchronization controls are 
included in the generator set.

4.3.3 Lockout
An overcurrent lockout condition can be reset once the fault has been 
cleared and corrected. Press the “RESET OC LOCKOUT” push button to 
effect a reset of the lockout condition. If the SEL-451 is in Lockout Mode 
then the “RESET OC LOCKOUT” LED will be illuminated red. Follow the 
procedure at 4.1.5c or 4.2.5c “Reset Over-Current Lockout” on pages 10 
and 11, respectively, to restore the switchgear to normal operation mode.

4.3.4 Generator Start/Stop
For Utility – Generator systems where one source voltage is from an 
electric utility and one source voltage is from a standby generator, the 
generator can be manually started and stopped using the “GENERATOR 
START/STOP” push button. The “GENERATOR START/STOP” LED will be 
off if the generator is stopped and amber if the generator is running.  The 
“GENERATOR START/STOP” LED will flash amber if the generator is running 
in its cool-down cycle and the “CDT” timer has not timed out.

5.0 Alarms and Indication
When the SEL-451 relay is applied for automatic transfer between two 
(2) utility sources, there are nineteen (19) LED-type indicating lamps 
that provide status or alarm. Each lamp and its function is described 
below. Five (5) lamps are not used, but are reserved for use in three 
(3) switch operating schemes, such as main-tie-main configurations. 
The target LED indicating lamps are illustrated in Figure 11.

5.1 Motor Target LEDs
The SEL-451 has multiple target LED indicating lamps on the front 
panel.  Each source has three (3) voltage associated LEDs, one for each 
phase, and five (5) status alarms associated with the motor on each 
source. These motor-oriented LEDs provide the alarms as follows: 

DECOUPLE The Decouple (M1-Motor 1 and M2-Motor 2) LED flashes 
red when motor is decoupled from respective switch.

NO GO  The No Go (M1-Motor 1 and M2-Motor 2) LED flashes 
red when motor enters No Go state.

BATT/CHG  The Battery/Charger (M1-Motor 1 and M2-Motor 2) LED 
flashes red when there is a problem with the battery or 
charger.

CLS/OPN  The Close/Open (M1-Motor 1 and M2-Motor 2) LED is 
green if the Motor is open and red if the Motor is closed.

REM/LCL  LED flashes red when Motor (M1-Motor 1 and M2-Motor 
2) is in Remote. (Remote in this case is the motor op-
erator selector switch located in the motor operator 
enclosure. This switch must be in remote for proper 
operation.)

5.2 Mismatch On Coupling
The “MISMATCH” target LED is a common alarm for both sources 
indicating that the motor open/close position does not match the 
switch open/close position for one or both sources and, therefore, 
that coupling should not be attempted until the relative positions of 
the switch and the motor match.

Figure 13.  Illustration of the status LEDs and the 
associated label text that is applicable. See Section 
6.0 for feature description.

8

6
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9 10
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5.3 OC Suspend / OC Lockout
The “OC SUSPEND” LED flashes red when the SEL-451 is in Suspend 
mode and the “OC LOCKOUT” (Overcurrent Lockout) LED flashes 
red when an over-current lockout exists.

Each source has individual phase voltage target LED indicators.  
S1 VA, S1 VB, and S1 VC are voltage indicators for Source 1 and S2 
VA, S2 VB, and S2 VC are voltage indicators for Source 2. If the 
voltage is healthy then the LED will be solid green. If the voltage is 
dead then the LED will be solid red. If a simulation of voltage loss 
is being performed, then the LED will be flashing red and green to 
show that a test is being performed.

5.4 LCD Screen
The LCD screen will continuously and automatically scroll through 
the ten (10) primary display points (listed in 5.4.1) at 5 second 
intervals. Manual scrolling through the individual primary display 
points is performed by using the “up” and “down” arrow soft-key 
push buttons adjacent to the LCD screen. Pressing one of these soft 
keys  stops the scrolling. Some individual primary display points 
screens may have imbedded subordinate screens that are reached 
by use of the “ENT” (ENTER) soft key to select the desired screen. 
In addition to scrolling down or laterally with the arrow soft key, 
the “ESC” soft key is available to scroll back through the previous 
screens of the primary display points. The list of primary display 
point screens is shown in Section 5.4.1 that follows.  

Figure 14a.  Illustration of the LCD screen, soft-key navigation 
arrows for the LCD screen and the “ESC” (escape) soft key and 
“Enter” soft key. See Section 6.0 for feature description.

5.4.1 Primary Display Points

The Primary Display Points shown on the LCD display are continuously 
scrolling and show the various values for each source and also displays 
several alarms. The fundamental values and alarms displayed on the 
LCD screen are as follows:  

SOURCE 1 PHASE CURRENTS
SOURCE 1 PHASE VOLTAGES
SOURCE 2 PHASE CURRENTS
SOURCE 2 PHASE VOLTAGES

MOTOR 1 MISMATCH Motor 1 Open/Close position does not 
match Switch 1 Open/Close position.

MOTOR 2 MISMATCH Motor 2 Open/Close position does not 
match Switch 2 Open/Close position.

UPS BATTERY ABNORMAL  UPS has and abnormal battery voltage 
level.

UPS AC POWER LOSS UPS has lost AC Power.
GEN PERMISSIVE For Utility-Generator systems, Generator 

Start Permissive switch has been placed in 
the off position. 

OC PHASE 1,2,3 Displays the faulted phase that created 
the over current lockout condition.

Figure 14b.  The Federal Pacific automatic-transfer scheme 
includes a ups (at top in photo), test pushbuttons to simulate loss 
of source voltage and over-current lockout to allow verification of 
the functionality of the transfer scheme, and a duplex outlet for 
connection of a laptop computer.

2
5

3 4
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5.4.2 Main Menu Screens

The SEL-451 LCD display screen also displays a “MAIN MENU” screen 
which includes a list of eleven (11) display points (see Appendix C Figures 
C1 and C2). Many of these display points are non-functional in so far as 
the Federal Pacific automatic-transfer control sequence is concerned. 
In particular, the “ONE LINE DIAGRAM” entry is NOT an accurate ren-
dering of the circuit diagram for the specific pad-mounted switchgear 
furnished. Consequently, do not be confused by that diagram, again, 
it does NOT pertain to the Federal Pacific automatic-transfer pad-
mounted switchgear. On the other hand, there are three display points 
that are of interest and these are described below.

(a)  The “MAIN MENU” item “EVENTS” provides the facility to view 
events that have occurred. A typical event is shown in Appendix 
C Figure C3.

(b)  The “MAIN MENU” item “SET SHOW” provides the facility to 
edit the DATE/TIME. See Appendix C Figure C4.

(c)  The “MAIN MENU” item “DISPLAY TEST” provides the facility to 
verify that all LEDs remain functional. See Appendix C Figure 
C5.

5.5 Auxiliary Components & Capabilities 

The Federal Pacific automatic-transfer scheme includes a few auxiliary 
components and capabilities that enhance the overall operational 
flexibility of the system. The auxiliary components and capabilities 
include a UPS (uninterruptable power supply), test function capabili-
ties and an electrical outlet.  

5.5.1 Uninterruptible Power Supply
The SEI-UPS provides adequate battery backup for the SEL-451 relay 
when control power has been lost regardless of cause.  The UPS 
insures that the relay is always capable of performing its intended 
function whether or not the normal control-power source, the voltage 
transformers, is available. The UPS also includes a battery charger and 
associated alarm circuits (a) in the event AC Input to the battery char-
ger is diminished or lost and (b) output from the battery is diminished 
below acceptable levels or lost.  

5.5.2 Test Functions
The test function allows testing of the automatic-transfer scheme 
and of the over-current lockout system. These tests can be performed 
without actually opening and closing switches, which is made possible 
by the decoupling feature on the Federal Pacific motor operators.  
Pushbuttons are provided to allow (1) Simulating Lost of Voltage on 
Source 1, (2) Simulating Loss of Voltage on Source 2, and (3) Simulating 
an Overcurrent with a Loss of Source Voltage. These test functions ex-
ercise the automatic transfer capability and when motors are coupled 
to switches will effect an actual transfer that will result in the loss of 
source voltage to the load or when the motors are decoupled from 
the associated switches will simulate a transfer that will not result In 
the loss of source voltage to the load.  

5.5.3 Duplex Receptacle
The electrical outlet is provided to supply power for a laptop computer 
or other similar load requiring a limited current draw. A duplex outlet 
is provided to supply 120 volt ac power to the connected load and 
the circuit is fused at 5 amperes.  Consequently, the circuit is NOT 
adequate for power tools of any type.
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 1. Front Serial Port
 2. LCD Screen
 3. ESC – Escape Key
 4. Enter Key
 5. Navigation Soft Keys for LCD Screen
 6. Trip LED Indicating Lamp
 7. Enabled LED Indicating Lamp
 8. Status Indicating Lamp
 9. Status-Indicating-Lamp Functional Description
 10. Target Reset Soft Key
 11. Actuation Soft Key to Change Status Condition (typical)
 12. LED Indicating Lamp for Status Condition (typical)
 13. Status Charge Indicator

 14. Test Status Indicator (Refer to Appendix F)
 15. Test Status Indicator (Refer to Appendix F)
 16. Push to Test Button (Refer to Appendix F)
 17. Battery Start (recessed button, typically not used after 

installation) (Refer to Appendix F)
 18. Battery Fuse Position (Refer to Appendix F)
 19. Test Switch- To Simulate Source 1 Voltage Loss
 20. Test Switch - To Simulate Source 2 Voltage Loss
 21. Test Switch - To Simulate Over-current with Voltage Loss (i.e. 

Lockout Mode).
 22. Generator Start/Run Permissive On/Off Selector Switch
 23. Duplex Receptacle Outlet - Allows outlet for laptop computer 

(5 amp fuse)

Figure 15.  Faceplates and features of the SEL-451 relay and the SEI UPS are illustrated above and each 
is identified by a numbered callout.

6.0 FEATURES OF SEL-451 AND UPS
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Figure A1.  This image shows a portion of the “User Selectable Settings” and explanation detail. Additional “User Selectable 
Settings” are shown in Figure A2.

APPENDIX A
USER SELECTABLE SETTINGS

The table below and on next page shows all the user selectable settings and the image is from the actual software. The values shown are 
random and are not necessarily representative of appropriate values to use for an automatic-transfer scheme. The user should select and 
input values that represent suitable values to use based on the desired operational results.
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Figure A2.  This image shows the additional “User Selectable Settings” and the applicable reference detail. See Figure A1 also.

APPENDIX A
USER SELECTABLE SETTINGS - continued

Figure B1.  The image above shows the available choices for the “Generator Test Rate”. There is available a wide range of 
test frequency choices.

APPENDIX B
GENERATOR TESTING SCREEN
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Not all of the display points on the “MAIN MENU” screen are supported in the SEL-451 programming of the Federal Pacific “Automatic-
Source Transfer control scheme. In particular, the “ONE LINE DIAGRAM” entry is NOT an accurate rendering of the circuit diagram for the 
specific pad-mounted switchgear furnished.  Shown in this appendix  are the three display screens that are supported.

APPENDIX C 
TYPICAL “MAIN MENU” SCREEN

Figure C1.  The SEL-451 relay includes an LCD dispay screen that provides a wealth of information although not all of the functions shown on 
the “MAIN MENU” dispay are supported by the relay.
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Figure C2.  The images above list the eleven display points that are available in the SEL-451 relay.  Not all of these menu items are supported in 
the relay.

Figure C3.  The “EVENT SUMMARY” screens provide details on what happened and where in addition to providing voltage and current values 
at the time the event occurred; information that will prove useful when preparing an analysis of the event footprint.
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Figure C4.  The “SET/SHOW” screens provide the capability to change the “DATE/TIME” reference in the SEL-451.

Figure C5.  The “DISPLAY TEST” screen provides the facility to verify that all of the LEDs are functional. By following the steps sequenced on 
the display using the navigation soft keys, the LEDs will all illuminate simultaneously and any LED not illuminated is non-functional.
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APPENDIX D
Default SEL-451 SCADA I/O

OUTPUTS

• Source 1 Available

• Source 2 Available

• Switch 1 Open/Close Status

• Switch 2 Open/Close Status

• Hold Return Status

• Auto/Manual Mode Status

• Local/Remote Mode Status

• Lockout Status

• UPS/451 Status

• Generator Failure/Start Inhibit Status

Power-On the SEL UPS 

INPUTS

• Manual Mode

• Automatic Mode

• Close Switch 1

• Open Switch 1

• Close Switch 2

• Open Switch 2

• Reset Hold Return

• Generator Start

• Generator Stop
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APPENDIX E 
Power-On the UPS (Older SEL-UPS Design)

Power-On the SEL UPS 

1) Remove the screws that secure the UPS battery in place (see Figure E1, Callout #14). 

2) With the screws removed, pull the handle grip and slide out the battery to the extended position. 

3) Install the loose leg of the jumper to the appropriate terminal. 

4) Raise the battery and slide it into position with the mounting plate flush against the UPS face plate.

5) With a small screw driver or similar device, insert the shaft into the small hole labeled “BATTERY START”  located above the handle on the left 
side of the UPS and press to turn on the power (see Callout #26).

6) Reinstall the screws and secure the battery in place.

Figure E1.  Faceplates and features of the SEL-451 relay and the older SEL UPS 
designs are illustrated above and each is identified by a numbered callout.

 1. Front Serial Port
 2. LCD Screen
 3. ESC – Escape Key
 4. Enter Key
 5. Navigation Soft Keys for LCD Screen
 6. Trip LED Indicating Lamp
 7. Enabled LED Indicating Lamp
 8. Status Indicating Lamp
 9. Status-Indicating-Lamp Functional 

Description
 10. Target Reset Soft Key
 11. Actuation Soft Key to Change Status 

Condition (typical )
 12. LED Indicating Lamp for Status Condition 

(typical )
 13. Status Condition Label (typical )
 14. Screws (4) Secure Battery in Position
 15. Battery Pullout Handle Grip
  16. Battery Compartment
 17. Test Switch- To Simulate Source 1 Voltage 

Loss
 18. Test Switch - To Simulate Source 2 Voltage 

Loss 
 19. Test Switch - To Simulate Over-current with 

Voltage  Loss (i.e. Lockout Mode).
 20. Generator Start/Run Permissive On/Off 

Selector Switch
 21. Duplex Receptacle Outlet - Allows outlet for 

laptop computer (5 amp fuse)
 22. Fuse for Battery-Charger Circuit
 23. Battery-Charger Pullout Handle Grip
 24. Battery-Charger Power Status Indicating 

Lamps (IN and OUT)
 25. Battery-Charging and Battery-Charger-Fuse 

Status Indicating Lamps
 26. Access Port to Activate UPS Battery to 

Power Up Relay (Battery Start)
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Every effort is made to ensure that customers receive an up-to-date instruction manual on the use of Federal Pacific products; however, 
from time to time, modifications to our products may without notice make the information contained herein subject to alteration.

© 2021-2022 Electro-Mechanical, LLC

Appendix F
"Battery Start" on the SEI 150/48-SEL-XXX (Info from SEI Tech Support)

Q. Please explain the “Battery Start” on the SEI 150/49-SEL design, as shown in the photograph below.  

 It does not seem to be documented and it is not shown as labeled in the on-line manual. 

 What does it do or indicate?  Since it is labeled, we need to be able to explain it.

A. The Battery Start switch is intended to turn on the unit when no AC is applied, (bootstrap startup).  This is basically intended to briefly 
test the UPS and powered equipment when it is integrated into a control panel before going online in its final application. 

------------------- 

Q. How is it activated?  With a paper clip?  What is the recommendation?

 Does it stay on?  If so, for how long?  Does it need to be toggled off?

 Is there any write-up of this?

A. Yes, a paper clip will work fine. In order to turn the unit off, the Battery Test button is pushed, and held in for 5 seconds. We didn’t docu-
ment that information because it was thought that the integrators would forget to turn things off, and drain the batteries.

https://www.seipower.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/SEI15048SELmanual.pdf
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